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Atherton Family Foundation Supports
Honolulu Zoo Children’s Discovery Forest
New Exhibit Will Reconnect Urban Visitors with the Hawaiian Forest

T

he Hawai‘i Forest Institute (HFI) is excited to announce it was recently awarded a grant from the Atherton
Family Foundation for the Honolulu Zoo Children’s Discovery Forest. Other funding has been received
from Hawai‘i Tourism Authority Natural Resources Program, administered by the Council for Native Hawaiian Advancement; Samuel N. and Mary Castle Foundation; Cooke Foundation; and Pettus Foundation.
Significant progress has been made on the project over the past few months. Thanks to the Honolulu
Zoo and an energetic group of Air Force volunteers, the first outplanting site was 80% cleared on March 23. Zoo
landscape crews completed clearing the rest of the area in March. A volunteer workday was held on April 6 to
prepare an area for the first outplanting, which will be held in conjunction with official groundbreaking ceremonies on April 20.
An Early Childhood Advisory Committee was formed, which is providing guidance to HFI in creating
educational resources and developmentally appropriate activities at the Discovery Forest. Learning resources
will benefit students in pre-kindergarten through second grade, as well as early childhood educators. The Committee developed potential topics for Hawai‘i Early Learning and Development Standards for four year-old children and Hawai‘i Content and Performance Standard Benchmarks for students in kindergarten, first grade, and
second grade. They have also started to develop activities and lesson plans. Committee members are Sherry
Robinson (Chair), Travis Idol, Leland Miyano, Nicole Evans, and Heather Simmons.
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L to R: Volunteers HFI Directors Bob Osgood and William Yuen and UH graduate student Rosaline Harris
prepare the site for the first outplanting.
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An innovative landscape plan was created by renowned landscape designer and author Leland Miyano
in conjunction with award-winning Honolulu landscape firm PBR HAWAII. The Discovery Forest will reconnect urban visitors with the Hawaiian forest through three demonstration zones: strand vegetation, dryland
mesic forest species, and Polynesian-introduced species and cultivars. “The vision is one in which the vast cultural, natural and historical attributes of Hawaii’s endemic and indigenous coastal flora and geology is shared,
demonstrating the bond that must be formed between people and ‘āina if both are to thrive”, said Miyano.
The Discovery Forest will be a representation of natural systems, creating a scene of Hawai‘i before the
arrival of humans. The exhibit is designed to demonstrate culturally significant Hawaiian plant species, the
significance of place, and the kuleana of mālama ‘āina (responsibility to care for the land) by integrating traditional Hawaiian forest ecosystems, forest stewardship opportunities, and innovative land-based education for
residents and visitors.
Duplicating our successful Pana’ewa Discovery Zoo Discovery Forest project at the Pana’ewa Rainforest Zoo & Gardens in Hilo, we welcome participation both as a volunteer and with in-kind services and supplies. Please contact Project Coordinator Nicole Evans at zoodiscoveryforest@gmail.com for more information
about how you can be a part of creating the Honolulu Zoo Children’s Discovery Forest.

Top: (L to R) Council for Native Hawaiian Advancement (CNHA) Community Development Specialist Kehau Meyer, HFI President Dr.
Travis Idol, Project Coordinator Nicole Evans, and Landscape Designer Leland Miyano review the Discovery Forest landscape plan.
Bottom: (L) Honolulu Zoo Junior Officer volunteers Melanie and Christian and (R) Volunteers UH Graduate Student Rosaline Harris,
HFI Treasurer William Yuen, and Leland Miyano on the April 6 workday.
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In the Spotlight
Featuring HFIA Member Mark Hanson, AKA The Sandalwood Man

M

ark Hanson is the spiritual leader of Hawaii’s Church of the Living Tree and has been President
of the Hawaiian Reforestation Program since 1996. The Hawaiian Reforestation Program is a
non-profit organization dedicated to promoting the growing of Hawaii's native forests. Mark is
a man dedicated to trees and his primary mission is to restore the sandalwood trees to the Hawaiian
Islands, where they used to grow in abundance. The sandalwood tree is valued for the fragrance of
its heartwood, but it is also known for its medicinal properties. According to Mark, “Almost all of the
sandalwood trees were cut down and sold to China in the last century, leaving only a few surviving old trees here
and there”.
“Since 1992, I been propagating and planting sandalwood trees for the benefit of the Earth and of all of its
children, for now and to come.” he said. Mark has given away over 5,000 sandalwood saplings, and he has planted
over 1,000 trees this year. His goal is to propagate 10,000 trees a year for sale to property owners and for donation to
parks, churches, and schools.
The Sandalwood Man would like everyone to know that sandalwoods are a nut tree. They have more long
term value as a nut than they do being cut down for the wood and oil. The nuts can be sold as the cavier of the forest
for 500-600 years of its life. Healthy trees produce seed all year with two seasons that stretch throughout the year.
Sandalwood nut trees can begin producing nuts on average from 3-7 years old. “How many pounds per year has yet
to be weigh, however if we start planting now, in 10 years we can all be eating Sandalwood nut pie.” Visit Mark on
the web at http://www.tree.org/sand.htm.

A Call for Help
By Mark Hanson
Aloha, People of the Earth,
The life force of the land is in trouble. Plants and animals are going extinct faster than we can count them. The atmosphere of the Mother Earth bleeds into space as our top soil washes into the sea. Consumerism eats away at the heart of humankind and apathy grips the mind of our society. We stand by as the trees of life are cut down, not knowing what to do.
The answer is as clear as the falling of leaves. Plant more trees, for they give to us all our needs. Clean air, clean water
and soil are the gifts of the trees to all humanity. We of the Church of the Living Tree invite all good people to come help grow a
few million trees. We need land and hands to make a stand against this crazy insanity. Together we can change the world for all
to see. By simply planting trees, each of us take responsibility for the air that we breathe, re-growing our old growth forest of the
earth for all humanity.
To whomever may have concerns about my ability to regrow the old-growth forests of the earth, I say:
From out of my heart a great love for my Earth grows.
From out of this Love I have been led to climb the tree of life and gather the seeds of truth, planting them with the
children of today for all the children of all tomorrows to come.
If what I say or do offends anyone on Earth, please forgive me. For this is not my intent.
To share from my heart to your heart this Love for the Earth that we all have in common is what I do.
From out of my heart I ask you to please go to a forest near you.
Gather seeds from the plants and trees.
Take them home, plant them with children, grow them with love.
Be delighted with their smiling faces as I am.
It will make your heart and our Earth a happier place, for all our children.
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Háloa Áina Project
Háloa Áina is a native Hawaiian forestry and education organization committed to economic prosperity and
environmental responsibility being guided by cultural values for a more sustainable Hawai‘i.

(L to R.): Native Sandalwood (Santalum paniculatum) trees sprout in kale and broccoli garden. Mature Santalum paniculatum seeds on
remote tree survive rodents. Santalum paniculatum seed sprouts from solid rock.

(L to R.): Santalum paniculatum root sprout tops 4' blue tube. Eliza in a Santalum paniculatum coppicing field.

Photos provided by Jeff Lee, Háloa Áina Project. Visit Háloa Áina on the web at http://haloaaina.com/
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Hawaii’s Sandalwood Nut Trees
By Mark Hanson, The Sandalwood Man

I

magine you are one of the members of the first Polynesian crew that arrive here on a canoe. You are told to go collect the fruit of the land. You
bring back a basket filled with what you have found. The elder of your
canoe spreads your collection on his cloth and examines it. Then he takes a
small rat out of a cage and places it among the fruit. She sniffs around going
from fruit to fruit. She picks up this dark purple fruit and peels off the skin
and thin shell and devours the white meat. She gathers and eats them all
leaving a small pile of shells. Your elder has peeled one and places it in his
mouth and slowly chews it. He smiles and says to the crew I’liahi (the tree of
life).
Its 1996 at the Hana Taro Festival on Maui, two Hawaiian sisters reminisce about their childhood. Do you remember going to the forest with grandfather and he showed us this tree, and told us that if we are ever lost in the
forest we could eat the seeds? Look sister that’s them! That’s the fruit grandfather said we could eat! She looks at me, and asks what is that? Pointing at
the bowl full of dark purple sandalwood seeds. I pick one up and start peeling it, and reply, its sandalwood nuts, would you like to try one? As I held
out my hand with a peeled nut.
Its 2007 I’m teaching students from Kamehameha Schools how to collect sandalwood seed for a project on Hawaiian Home Lands. I explain to the students to try and pick the ripe seeds.
If some green ones fall off too, it’s okay to peel and eat them. One young man goes over to the tree and tries a seed.
The class spreads out to look for more trees with seeds on them. I circle around pointing out a tree here and there.
As I come back to the first tree, there‘s the same young man still eating sandalwood nuts. So I ask him are you hungry? He replies, “No but I can’t stop eating them!” “Well try to get some ripe ones in your bag.” I said and leave
him to his munching.
It was in 1980 when a friend and plant mentor took me on a hike with the Sierra Club to Maui’s Polipoli State
Park. We walked thru the Redwood forest planted there. After that, we drove up to what was called the Ball Park
because the CCC used to play baseball there on lunch break. My friend showed me a sandalwood tree and told me
the sad story of the sandalwood harvest of old. As we drove away all the hair on my body stood up, chicken skin all
over and a voice in my head whispered “ Some day you will re-grow the Sandalwood Forest”.
It’s 1986 I’m walking in the forest in upper Nihiku Maui with a Kahuna. He turns to me and in a voice of
power he says, “Mark you must re-grow the sandalwood ,koa, and Ohia forests of Hawaii for the Hawaii Nation ever to be Pono (balanced) again.”
In 1992 a Musician for the Earth shares her vision of a whale coming out of the ocean to tell her that the sandalwood forest must be grown if our world is to ever live in balance. A German couple takes the vision to heart.
They ask me how to make a nursery to grow sandalwood trees, and how to encourage children to help return Sandalwood back on the mountain. I called the State forestry department and asked “are any sandalwoods left?” The
state forester told me that there are some trees scattered across the slopes of Haleakala. I then asked “Can I pick
seed to start a program to plant trees with children?” He tells me, yes I can try. But they are very hard to grow, and
the easiest place to find seeds is in an enclosure in Polipoli State Park and at a place called the Ball Park on Skyline
Drive.
In April 1992, my son and I drove up to Polipoli Park in a rickety 1974 Toyota land cruiser. We found the
enclosure along the road. Among the five trees there, we found only two seeds. I held those first two seeds in my
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hand and thought, “So is this why they can’t grow sandalwood trees -- too few seeds! I was ready to call it a day
and head back down the mountain. But my son wanted to see the Ball Park. So up the bumpy mountain road we
go. We came around a switch back turn and there is the Ball Park and the same tree my friend showed me years
ago! We drove up to that tree. It’s covered in seed! I climbed out of the jeep and fell to my knees, remembering
the voice in my head so long ago. I took off my hat and bowed my head in thanks, the wind blew and seeds fell
on my head and into my hat. With tears in my eyes I promised the tree that I would grow her children. I would
have children help to plant them back around her. This is how my quest to inspire the re-growth of the Old
Growth Forests of the Earth as the Sandalwood Man began. Starting with the sandalwood forests, I have climbed
the tree of life and picked the seeds of truth. Today I wish to share those truths with the world.
Sandalwood is an example for all of us to learn to create a symbiotic relationship with the earth, creating
roots that attach our self to all life around them. Tapping into the life flow without harm. Taking only what we
need and creating an abundance of food to enrich the life around us. We have drawn a line in the sands of time
and planted the trees of life on it. It is the carbon life cycle of our Earth that we must balance.
In 20 years of growing sandalwood, I have learned that they will grow almost anywhere a person will
care for them. They will host on almost any plant and the greater the diversity of plants the better. Sandalwood
likes nitrogen fixing plants. To grow sandalwood you must go to the forest and watch them grow to learn when
the seed are ripe. You must be faster than the rat to pick them before the rats do! Try to pick only ripe ones, but
if a few green fall off -- please eat them! Plant your seed with fruit on it (helps it to sprout faster) side by side in
black 3/8 fine cinder. Cover with cinder the depth of the seed. Transplant the sprouts after the seed husk has
fallen off, into a well-drained media with a high nitrogen time release fertilizer and with iron added to it mixed
into soil. This should insure growth of a healthy tree ready to plant in 6-9 months. The deeper the pot you put
the seedling in, the faster the plant will grow. Seed can sprout within three months to three years or longer. The
average is about one year.
The highest value of Sandalwood is to sell the nuts as the caviar of the forest until the tree dies of natural
causes. Trees that have died can then be cut down, the wood used for carving, incense, oil for perfumes or medicine for venereal disease. I like to roast the nuts, then put two of them with my coffee beans in the grinder to flavor my coffee in the morning. Raw, they make a great Sandalwood pesto or they can be roasted and dipped in
Hawaiian dark chocolate. Imagine a sandalwood nut pie. The true potential of Sandalwoods as a food source
has yet to be realized, however we have a lot of trees to grow before we are eating any pie.
I have high hopes that I may inspire my fellow earthlings to grow sandalwoods and to eat the nuts. In all
the years I have gone to the forest, I have yet to see sandalwood naturally regenerating. We created this problem
by the introduction of non-native birds and ungulates that eat the seeds and seedlings and de-bark the trees. The
birds that once spread the seed are extinct. It is our responsibility to complete this broken chain of life. We can
make positive changes for future generations through our will power and positive determination to do what
needs to be done, for as long as it takes to be done. Even if it takes a generation of education.
Over the years of growing trees, I have seen the positive effect it has
had. When I started reintroducing native plants into the wild, it was not
common practice. Now there are native plantings ongoing across Hawaii
and our Nation. The sandalwood forest of Hawaii are being re-grown, but
there is much work yet to be done to fulfill King Kamehameha’s Law -“For every tree cut, there will be one planted“. Hundreds of thousands of
hearts and minds have been inspired by the growing of the Sandalwood
trees. With love in our hearts and positive action for our hands, we can create a symbiotic relationship with each other and the land.
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Hawaii Wood Guild’s 27th Annual Exhibit a Huge Success!
he Hawaii Wood Guild’s 27th Annual Exhibit at Isaacs Art Center in Waimea was a wonderful success
and very well attended. This year’s winners were:
Best of Show: Tai Lake - "Entry Chair"
Joinery 1st Place: Timothy Allan Shafto, Tiffany DeEtte Shafto & Joshua Johansen - "Harmony Table"
Honorable Mention: Marcus Castaing - "Dream Keeper"
Sculpture 1st Place: John Mydock & Elmer Adams - "Oasis"
Honorable Mention: Cliff Johns - "Holo Hula"
Woodturning 1st Place: Michael Patrick Smith "Blossom"
Honorable Mention: Scott Hare "Hawaiian Hooker"

Congratulations to Mats Fogelvik for receiving the Peoples’ Choice Award for his curly koa table,
“Feathers” and to Tim and Tiffany DeEtte Shafto and Joshua Johansen’s for winning the Artist’s Choice
Award for their intricately designed dining table, "Harmony Table".
Mark your calendars! Next year’s exhibit will also be hosted by Isaacs Art Center. The opening reception will on January 18, 2014 and the exhibit will run through February 22, 2014.

 (L to R.): "Harmony Table" by Timothy Allan Shafto, Tiffany DeEtte Shafto & Joshua Johansen. “Feathers” by Mats Fogelvik.
Hawaii Wood Guild News
After two years as Vice President and three years as President, Tiffany Shafto has passed the baton to the next volunteer President of the Hawaii Wood Guild, Marcus Castaing. “Volunteering for the Hawaii Wood Guild has
been a wonderful experience for me and I've really enjoyed meeting and getting to know such a talented group of
woodworkers and wood collectors”, Tiffany wrote in the HWG newsletter. “I am looking forward to once again
taking on the role of leading our group and providing opportunities for our members” says Marcus, who is a past
President of the Guild. Learn more about Hawaii Wood Guild at http://www.hawaiiwoodguild.com/.
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Kukio Community Fund of the Hawai‘i Community Foundation
Supports Dryland Forest Restoration & Education

T

he Kukio Community Fund of the Hawai‘i Community Foundation has provided support to the Hawai‘i
Forest Institute for dryland forest restoration and education for the past three years. Other project funds
have been received from the Arthur Lawrence Mullaly Fund of the Hawai’i Community Foundation,
La‘i‘Ōpua 2020, Atherton Family Foundation, Cooke Foundation, Friends of Hawaii Charities, Kamehameha
Schools, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, and the Bill Healy Foundation.
Since the Kukio Community Fund 2012 grant period started last April, 576 youth and 393 adults have
participated in forest stewardship events at Ka‘ūpūlehu Dryland Forest, La‘i‘Ōpua Dryland Preserve, and/or
Kalaemanō Cultural Center. In addition, a new native plant resource card featuring Hau hele ‘ula (Koki‘o) of
the dryland region of Hualālai was created by Cultural Outreach and Education Coordinator Yvonne Yarber
Carter. The card is being used as a learning resource at the project sites and was distributed at community
outreach events including Ka ‘ahahui o ka Nāhelehele’s 2013 Dryland Symposium and Amy B.H. Greenwell
Ethnobotanical Garden’s Grow Hawaiian Festival in March.

(L to R.): Cornell Environmental Earth Systems undergraduate program students at Ka‘ūpūlehu learning about ‘āina-based cultural ecology
and restoration. The mo‘olelo mapping lesson continues as students connect to place and learn about the Kekaha Region of Hualālai from
Curator Ku‘ulei Keakealani at Kalaemonō Cultural Center. Photos: Yvonne Yarber Carter, January 2013.

(L to R.): Honoka‘a High School Ag class learns about the dryland native forest. February 2013. Professor Jonathon Price teaches his
UH-Hilo students about native plants of the dryland forest on a rare rainy day. March 2013. Photos: Yvonne Yarber Carter.
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HFIA Welcomes New Board Directors Kamakani Dancil and Kevin Carl

H

FIA welcomed two new Directors to the Board this year. In the 2013 Board of Director elections held in
February, Kamakani Dancil, Hawai‘i Island was elected to fill an At-large seat and Kevin Carl, Kaua‘i was
elected to fill a Kaua‘i seat.
Kamakani “Kama” Dancil is Kama‘āina o Makawao. He is the Land Asset Manager for
Kamehameha Schools’ Land Assets Division. His kuleana include KS’ lands in the moku of
Ka‘ū, Mauka Kona, Ko‘olau Poko and Hanalei. In his prior position, Forester with Forest
Solutions Inc., he was responsible for managing the Prutimber tree farm on KS’ lands near
Pāhala and the implementation of conservation stewardship in Keauhou, Ka‘ū. He holds a
Bachelor’s degree in Forest Management from Colorado State University.
Kama has used his education and experience to support the development of silvicultural
methods in managing plantation koa. Although many expert opinions doubt the success of
plantation koa, Kama is unwilling to concede to the results of past attempts. “He ‘a‘ali‘i ku Kamakani Dancil.
makani mai au; ‘a‘ohe makani nana e kula‘i.” “I am a wind-resisting ‘a‘ali‘i; no gale can push me over.”- Pukui,
‘Ōlelo No‘eau. “We have the opportunity to positively influence the future for the next generation of stewards.
We are in the era of creating abundance in both resources and opportunities.”
Kevin Carl graduated from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1992 and
worked two years in finance in New York City before moving to Kaua‘i in 1994 to help out an
existing family business. That business both refinished and built new koa furniture. In the
years since, Kevin’s business evolved into what it is now, The Koa Store, which both manufactures and retails (two stores on Kaua‘i) a gift line of 113 different items. He brings to HFIA the
perspective of a production shop that needs a steady and reliable flow of raw material (Koa) to
keep his employees busy and the retail stores full of product. Because of this, he understands
the challenges of Koa grading, pricing, and availability to all of the shops, large and small in the
Kevin Carl.
state. Koa has such dramatic differences in color and grain, he would like to further explore ways
through HFIA to try to standardize the grading of a very complex species (Koa). Besides Kevin, the business
employs six others between the workshop and retail locations. Visit Kevin on the web at www.koastore.com.

Nicholas Koch Replaces Aileen Yeh on HFI Board

T

he Hawai‘i Forest Institute (HFI) welcomed new Director Nicholas
Koch to the Board this year. Nick filled the position vacated by Aileen
Yeh. Nick is the General Manager of Forest Solutions, Inc. and is responsible for all their plantation and native forestry projects in Hawai’i.
He also manages Nursery Solutions, Inc., a nursery capable of producing
two million seedlings annually. Nick is also a HFIA Director and provides
valuable assistance serving on the Conference and Pana‘ewa Zoo Discov- Aileen Yeh.
Nicholas Koch.
ery Forest Committees.
Mahalo to Aileen Yeh for her significant contributions to HFI over the past four years. Aileen continues
to serve on the HFIA Board as Vice-President. She is an active member of the Conference and Pana‘ewa Zoo
Discovery Forest Committees as well as HFI’s Grants Committee.
At the HFIA meeting in February, in addition to Nick, the HFIA Board approved HFI Directors Don Bryan, J.B. Friday, Travis Idol, Robert Osgood, Mike Robinson, Peter D. Simmons, Peter T. Young, and William
Yuen. HFI approved the following slate of HFI Officers: Travis Idol, President; J.B. Friday, Vice President; William Yuen, Treasurer; and Peter D. Simmons, Secretary.
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Mahalo to Donald Riedel For His Dedicated Service to HFIA

T

he HFIA Board of Directors and staff extend their sincere appreciation for the dedicated services of former Kaua‘i Director Donald Riedel. Don was elected to the
Board in 2010 and decided not to run for a second term. He has been a member of
HFIA for 13 years and remains an active member of the Forestry Committee of the
Garden Island RC&D. He was also a founding member of the Bamboo Guild, a Special
Project of RC&D devoted to promotion of bamboo as a sustainable forest product
through research, demonstration and educational activities. Since then, that function
has become a permanent component of the Forestry Committee. He has participated in
the World Bamboo Congresses held in Bali, Indonesia and in Costa Rica, and travelled extensively in Viet
Nam documenting techniques employed in bamboo propagation, curing, and utilization in building construction. In pursuit of these activities he has also worked extensively in multimedia design and production.
In addition to serving on the Garden Island RC&D Board for 18 years, Don has served as a Board
Member of various organizations on Kaua’i, including Ho’ike Community Television, and the Garden Island
Arts Council, as well as an instructor for the American Red Cross and for Na Pua No’eau (Center for Gifted
and Talented Native Hawaiian Children) at Kaua’i Community College.
Prior to moving to Kaua’i in 1988, Don had a career in teaching and research at several universities
including Yale University, University of Michigan, and University of Washington, specializing in interdisciplinary methods of program evaluation in health services. He has been a consultant to various local, national, and international organizations and agencies in that area. For a few years he was Director of Research and
Planning at the national Blue Cross Association.
Don’s education includes a B.A. in Sociology, Psychology, and Education (1955) from Rollins College,
and M.S. (1957) and Ph.D. in Sociological Theory, Psychology, and Statistics (1958) from Purdue University.
He has numerous publications on methodology of program evaluation, and has served as editor and been a
board member of several professional journals. Don will continue to assist the HFIA Board as his time allows.

(L to R.): Don Riedel far right at the 2012 Kaua‘i Agriculture and Environmental Awareness Day. Don mans the Garden Island Resource Conservation & Development Inc. Forestry Committee booth.
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State of Hawai‘i Department of Agriculture Supports
Give Back to the Forest Christmas Tree Demonstration Project

T

he State of Hawai‘i Department of Agriculture awarded HFIA funds for the
Give Back to the Forest Christmas Tree Demonstration Project. The project,
which is part of the ‘Āina Mauna Legacy Program, will include outplanting
1,600 conifer trees on two acres of Department of Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL)
land in Humu‘ula on Hawai‘i Island. The goal is to grow top quality Christmas
trees that can compete with imported trees in our local markets.
Project collaborators include Hawaii Agriculture Research Center (HARC),
DLNR Department of Forestry and Wildlife, Aileen’s Nursery, Hawai‘i Forest Institute (HFI), Preserve Hawaii, and Coordinating Group on Alien Pest Species.
HARC conducted a conifer trial on DHHL land in 2002, which illustrates the potential for Douglas Fir as well as other species for Hawai‘i-grown Christmas trees.
Douglas Fir.
Outplanting of the seedlings will be done by volunteers, giving the project
strong educational, cultural, and agritourism components. We have a diverse
group of community partners and experts who will talk to the volunteers about the purpose of the project, the
benefits of planting Christmas trees locally as opposed to importing them, and give planting demonstrations.
A Give Back to the Forest web page will be created to provide public education about the benefits of planting
trees and protecting and perpetuating Hawaii’s forests.
According to the Hawai‘i Department of Agriculture, shipments of Christmas trees from the Pacific
Northwest have been found to be widely infested with slugs and other pests that are not found in Hawai‘i.
The concern about the heavy infestation of slugs is that they may carry the parasite, Angiostrongylus cantonensis, or rat lungworm, which causes a disease that affects the human brain and spinal cord. Once an invasive
pest or disease becomes established in Hawai‘i, it may have a devastating impact on Hawai‘i agriculture by
causing damage to crops and is often costly for the state and growers to control. Providing the Hawaiian Islands with locally grown Christmas trees will support import replacement and promote the “Buy Local, It
Matters” initiative.
It is DHHL and HFIA’s intention to start selling the trees in five or six years. Proceeds from tree sales
will go back into planting more trees, ongoing site maintenance, and educational materials. In addition to
Douglas Fir, Noble Fir, and Grand Fir, we would eventually like to plant other species such as koa, ‘Ōhi‘a, and
other Christmas tree species at Humu‘ula as part of the ‘Āina Mauna Legacy Program.
The goals of the Give Back to the Forest program are to expand HFI and HFIA’s public/private partnerships and gain support for the protection and perpetuation of Hawaii’s forests. The project supports the planting of trees as well as total ecosystem management and forest stewardship opportunities and educational programs at project sites throughout the State, including:
 Ka‘ūpūlehu Dryland Forest, Hawai‘i Island
 La‘i‘Ōpua Dryland Preserve, Hawai‘i Island
 Kaloko Makai Dryland Forest Preserve, Hawai‘i Island
 Pana‘ewa Zoo Discovery Forest, Hawai‘i Island
 Kapāpala Canoe Forest, Hawai‘i Island
 Honolulu Zoo Children’s Discovery Forest, O‘ahu
 Kua O Ka Lā Public Charter School, Hawai‘i Island
 ‘Āina Mauna Legacy Program, Hawai‘i Island
 More recipient sites will be added as the program grows.
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HFIA Celebrates 2013 Annual General Meeting

H

FIA celebrated its 24th Annual General Membership (AGM) meeting at the Hilo Yacht Club in February.
Attendees enjoyed Hilo Bay views, compelling presentations, and a delicious dinner buffet. A field trip to
the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands’ (DHHL) Humu‘ula project on the slopes of Mauna Kea was
held the following day.
John Sylvia, CEO Hū Honua Bioenergy LLC gave a interesting talk on Hū Honua’s bioenergy project
in Pepeekeo on Hawai‘i Island. Hu Honua plans are to build a 24-megawatt plant at Pepeekeo utilizing locally grown biomass material. John has been an investor in and operator of companies in the energy industry
for over 20 years.
Jill Wagner, Future Forest Nursery gave a thought-provoking presentation on restoration efforts in the
dryland forest. Jill is an Ethnobotanist and a plant lover. She provides seed collection, propagation, and outplanting services for HFIA and HFI at several dryland habitats including Ka‘ūpūlehu, La‘i‘Ōpua, KalokoMakai, and Kaloko-Honokohau National Historical Park.
HFIA Director and DHHL Property Development Agent Mike Robinson hosted the tour to Humu‘ula.
Field trip topics included Game management – feral sheep project; Feral cattle removal efforts; Fire management of ungrazed grasses; Gorse control management efforts; Sugi pine growth/management; Young koa

forest management; Koa seed orchards; and Christmas tree trials. Aileen Yeh showed the group the
recent developments in the Hawaii Agriculture Research Center’s program to develop Fusarium wilt
resistant koa populations and discussed the paper The Gorse Project: Forestry Options for the Sustainable Management of Woody Leguminous Weeds by Nick Dudley and Aileen Yeh. J.B. Friday showed the
group the koa trial site in which a log was harvested for the Young-growth Koa Demonstration Study.

Top (L to R.): John Sylvia answers questions after his talk. Jill Wagner gives her dryland forest presentation. Peter Simmons comments on the presentations. Bottom (L to R.): Mike Robinson talks about DHHL restoration efforts at Humu‘ula. Aileen Yeh describes HARC’s conifer trials. J.B. Friday explains the koa trials.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Lumber Recovery Strong, Sawtimber
“The lumber market in the U.S. really took off in late 2012 and early 2013,” notes a March 25 News Brief from
Wood Resources International (WRI), reporting U.S. lumber production is up 8% since late 2011, and lumber
prices rose at a very steep curve over the same period. WRI points out that mills in the West are benefiting
from access to Asian markets as well as from the U.S. housing recovery.
In fact, reports WRI, although Douglas fir sawlog prices reached a five-year high in the fourth quarter
of 2012, “pine sawlog prices in the U.S. South have been surprisingly stable since 2010, and in the fourth
quarter of 2012 were close to the lowest level in almost 15 years.” WRI, however, expects “that the Southern
states will follow the rest of North America with upward trending log prices during 2013.”
Resource Information Systems Inc. (RISI) March International Woodfiber Report affirms that the housing
revival has not translated into stumpage values for landowners, since withdrawn manufacturing capacity is
the bottleneck, not timber supply. “Only when the timber converting base has expanded sufficiently to place
pressure on the timber resource, tightening the demand/supply balance for timber, will timber owners experience substantial benefits through greater volumes and rising prices,” IWR predicts.
Source: http://www.bipac.net/page.asp?content=bulletin&g=FRA#industry1

Photo source: https://commons.wikimedia.org.
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Mark Your Calendars!
2013 Hawaii's Woodshow™
September 1-15, 2013
Opening Reception August 31, 2013
Honolulu Museum of Art Gallery at Linekona
1111 Victoria Street Honolulu, HI 96814
Edwin Ikeda

Loren L. Wilson

Andy Cole

Michael Patrick Smith

2011 and 2012 Hawaii’s Woodshow winners. Photos © Hal Lum.

HFIA Seeks Hawaii’s Woodshow Sponsors
HFIA is seeking sponsors for the 2013 Hawaii’s Woodshow. The Woodshow encourages an appreciation for the
participating artists and the materials they use and calls for the use of wood from Hawaiian-grown tree species,
especially those that have been planted and brought to maturity in Hawai‘i. The Show serves as a reference
point for the planting of native and non-native high-value hardwood species for future generations. If you
would like to contribute, please send your check to HFIA at P.O. Box 66 ‘O‘ōkala, HI 96774. We appreciate your
support of this very important event!
Sponsorship Categories
Koa: $10,000 and above
Milo: $5,000-$9,999

Kamani: $1,000-$4,999
Hā‘puu: $500-$999

Maile: $100-$499
Lama: Up to $99
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Mahalo Renewing Members
Corporate ($300)
Jeffrey A. Dunster – CEO, Hawaiian Legacy Hardwoods, LLC
Carol Akimoto – Secretary/Treasurer, Woodcraft

Business ($125)
John Lindelow – Owner, Ahu Lani Sanctuary
Jay Warner – Owner/Operator, Awapuhi Farms & Mill
Linda Dunn – Proprietor, Dunn Gallery
Jill Wagner – Owner/Ethnobiologist, Future Forests Nursery
David Gomes – Gomes Guitars & Ukuleles
Rick Rutiz – Executive Director, Ma Ka Hana Ka‘ Ike
Richard Willson – Proprietor, Ocean Eagle
Les Goya – Vice President, Queen Emma Land Company
Ricardo Vasquez – Ricardo Vasquez
Clay and Shel Simpson – Simpson Artworks
Don Bryan – CEO/President, Tradewinds Hawaiian Woods
Diana and Terry Tusher – Tusher Architectural Group
Loren L. Wilson – Wilson Woodcraft
Thomas M. Calhoun – World Wood Works

Individual ($50)
Don Albrecht
Cathy Berenberg
Michael Buck
Marcus Castaing
Britt Craven
Alan Gamble
Judy Hancock

Laurie K. Ho
John Hoxie
Edwin A. Ikeda
Lloyd Jones
Thomas A. Loudat
Christy Martin
Jim Meekhof

Ellen Mehos
Robert Osgood
Jared Pere
Terry Quisenberry
Mike Robinson
R. W. (Rollo) Scheurenbrand
Tim & Tiffany Shafto

Maho Shaw
Heather Simmons
Michael P. Smith
Michael Weitzenhoff
Ben Yee
William Yuen
Peter Ziroli

Mahalo New Members
Business ($125)
Alex Woodbury – Operator/Owner, Kamuela Hardwoods LLC

Individual ($50)
Reginald Hasegawa
Jon Letman
Roger Schweitzer
David Young
Coco Zickos

The mission of the Hawai‘i Forest Industry Association is to promote healthy and productive forests
and a sustainable forest industry through forest management, education, planning,
information exchange, and advocacy.
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HFIA Corporate Members
Robert Jolley, American Forest Management, Inc.
Mary and Eric Bello, Bello's Millwork Inc.
Sheri S. Mann, DLNR/Division of Forestry & Wildlife
Nicholas Koch, Forest Solutions, Inc.
J. Scott Meidell, Haleakala Ranch
Wade C. Lee, Ha’loa Aina (JAWMIN) LLC
Jeffrey A. Dunster, Hawaiian Legacy Hardwoods/Hawaiian Legacy Forests
Joshua Johansen, Honomalino Wood Mill Inc.
Kama Dancil, Kamehameha Schools
Michael Tam, Martin & MacArthur, Ltd.
Joyce H. Doty, Na Aina Kai Botanical Gardens
Fred and Connie Smales, Plywood Hawaii, Inc.
Mike Lindstrom, Specialty Forest Products, Inc.
Dave Sweitzer, Western Hardwood Association
Carol Akimoto, Woodcraft Hawaii

HFIA Business Members
Derrick Nishimura, Agro Resources, Inc.
John Lindelow, Ahu Lani Sanctuary
Aileen Yeh, Aileen's Nursery-Po`o Wai U,
Hawaii Agriculture Research Center
Owen J. Graham, Alaska Forest Association
Andy Cole, Woodworker
Jay Warner, Awapuhi Farms & Mill
Scott Beaulaurier, Beaulaurier Forestry Services, Inc.
Clark Allred, Big Island Wood Products, LLC
Bart Potter, C. Barton Potter Co.
Cliff Johns, Cliff Johns Gallery
J. Kelly Dunn
Linda Dunn, Dunn Gallery
Tim and Tiffany Shafto, DeEtte & Alan
Mats Fogelvik, Fogelvik Furniture
Jill Wagner, Future Forests Nursery, LLC
Gerhard Osterberger, G.O. Fine Woodworking
David Gomes, Gomes Guitars & Ukuleles
Gregg Smith, Gregg Smith - Woodturner
James Quinn, Hawaii Island Hardwoods, LLC
Curtis Wilmington, Hawaiian Accessories, Inc.
Vedad Kulalic, Hawaiian Fine Woodcraft LLC
Che Garcia, Hawaiian Koa Wood Rings
Honolulu Furniture Company
James De Mello, J.D. Enterprises
Terry & Carole Wells, Kahili Makai Ranch and Supply
Kip Dunbar, Kainalu Ranch
Charles Gerdes, Kalaau Graphics
A. C. Sandy Brodie, Kaua'i Koa Farm
David Longacre, Kawika Tropical Fruit Orchards
Kent Lighter, Kohala Nui Farms
Greg H. Blomgren, Koa Hawaiiana
Rick Rutiz, Ma Ka Hana Ka‘ Ike
Ed Takayesu, Maui Custom Woodworks, Inc.
James A. Mehrwein, McKenzie River Associates, LLC

Richard Willson, Ocean Eagle
Andy Parker, Parker Productions Unlimited
Brandi Beaudet, Parker Ranch
Robert Puakea Jr.
Les Goya, Queen Emma Land Company
Rhoady Lee, Rhoady Lee Architecture & Design
Ricardo Vasquez
Ron Kent
Roy Lambrecht, Roy Lambrecht Woodworking, INC
R.W. Rollo Scheurenbrand, Scheurenbrand Guitars
Aaron Lau, Simply Wood Studios
Clay & Shel Simpson, Simpson Art Works
Edmund K. Clark, Stewardship Services
Martin Mansson, Swedish Woodwork & Design
Tai Lake, Tai Lake Fine Woodworking
Takahiro and Junko Yoshino
Tay Perry, Tay W. Perry, Inc.
Kevin Carl, The Koa Store
Richard Cunningham, The Picture Frame Shop
Elin Walburn, Teichner Walburn & Associates
Don Bryan, Tradewinds Hawaiian Woods
Michael M. Kraus, Tree Works, Inc.
Diana and Terry Tusher – Tusher Architectural Group
J.B. Friday, University of Hawaii Manoa Cooperative
Extension Service
Dave Sweitzer, Western Hardwood Association
Alan Wilkinson, Wilkinson Koa Furniture
Jorma Winkler, Winkler Woods, LLC
Loren Wilson, Wilson Woodcraft
Thomas M. Calhoun, World Wood Works
Roy Tsumoto, Woodcraft by Roy Tsumoto
Ron Hester, Woodworking Studio Hawaii
Hidetaka Yamauchi, Yamaichi Fancy Veneer
Tom Zelko, Zelko Woodworks LLC.
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HAWAI`I FOREST INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
OFFICERS
Tai Lake, President
Aileen Yeh, Vice President
Mats Fogelvik, Secretary
Elin Walburn, Treasurer

DIRECTORS
KAUAI
Kevin Carl
Laurie Ho
OAHU
Robert Osgood
Diana Tusher
MAUI
Thomas Calhoun
Kip Dunbar
HAWAI`I
Mike Robinson
Peter D. Simmons
AT-LARGE
Don Bryan
Kamakani Dancil
Mats Fogelvik
Nicholas Koch
Tai Lake
Elin Walburn
Jay Warner
Jorma Winkler
Aileen Yeh

HAWAI‘I FOREST INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
P. O. Box 66
‘O‘ōkala, HI 96774
Phone: 808-933-9411
Email: hfia@hawaiiforest.org
Website: http://www.hawaiiforest.org/
Hawaii’s Woodshow: http://woodshow.hawaiiforest.org/
Hawai'i Forest Institute: www.hawaiiforestinstitute.org
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